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ABSTRACT

Paint solvents and other airborne chemicals classified as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs),
are undesirable air pollutants because they have uupleasant odors and corrffibute to the formation
of smog. Federal, State, and Local regulations limit the amount of these chemicals emitted from
manufacturingfacilities, $o many industries must abate these VOCs. Conventional abatement
technologies desnoy the pollutants by heating up lmge quantities of air, which is expensive to
install and operate. As an alternative to the conyentional abatement process, the "Fumes to Fuel"
proeess concentrates the vapors to be used by a fuel cell to generate a valuable by-product:
electicity. This paper examined; the existing abatement technology, the new proces$ andhow it
functions, the resuits associated with its performance, and the associated benefig.



INTRODUCTION

Ford Motor Company, in cooperation with Detroit Edison, has developed a process to capture

and destroy VOG emitted as-exhaust from painting operations-while creating net elecuicity in

the procesi. Ford MotOr Company has constructed a "Proof of Concept" prototype at the

oearborn Assembly Plant @AP) at the Ford Rouge complex in Michigan. The system uses fuel

cell technology to geoerate usable electrical energy. Compared to traditional abatement systems

the new technology has substantial energy reductions'

TRADITIONAL ABATEMENT SYSTEMS

Current abatement systerrs in the automotive industry, as well as those used in other volatile

orgarric compourrd emission industries, involve the "capture and burn" method. This method

iniolves either the directiorr of exhaust gas to a thermal oxidizer or direction to a coilcentrator

and subsequent direction to a thermal oxidizer. In the present technology used at Ford Motor

Company, spray booth exhaust is directed to a concentrator and subsequently a regenerative

thermal oxidizer.
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The concentrator consists of a section of stationary granular activated carbod (GAC) followed by

a rotating drum containing carbon biocks. As the air passes through the GAC and.rotating drum,

VOCs ar! strip,ped from the air stream and adsorbed onto the cmbon block. The elean air is then

exhausted to the atmosphere. The rotating drum is separated intc two zones. As the drum

continuously rotates, the larger of the two zones is for adsorbtiort of the VOCs and the smaller of

the two zone$ is for desorption of the VOCs. Desorption of the VOCs is accomplished by heating

outside air and directing the heated air through the desorptiotr zones causing the VOCs to

become liberated from the carbon. The YOC laden air is then directed to a regenerative therrnal



oxidizer for destruction through thermal degradation at 1400iF. The use of the carbon
concenffator has the benefit of reducing the air sent to the regenerative thermal oxidizer by a
factor of 10 while at the same time concentrating the VOCs to 10 tirnes their original
concentration.

The carbon wheeVregenerative thermal oxidizer system used at Ford Motor Company and other
manufacturers is very effective at controlling VOCs. However, the system requires the
introduction of millions of British Thermal Units of energy per hour in order to control the
emissions. [n addition, the concenffating capabiiity is limited to 10:1 as the desorption gas is air
and safety requirements limit how close the concenfration of VOCs to the iower explosive lirnit
the exhaust gas can reach.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE ALTERNATIVE ABATEMENT SYSTEM

Ford Motor Company has known that there is energy in paint solvent. During the operation of
our abatement systems, energy demand in the systems was siightly reduced (-15Vo) when VOC
iaden air was introduced for control. Recognizing the fuel value of the VOCs as part of their
work through the Energy Partnership, Detroit Edisort approached Ford Motor Cornpany with the
idea of jointiy developing a new abatement technology based on the use of the VOC as the fuel
to drive an energy generator.

SYSTEM CONCEPT

The system works in three stages. The first stage concentrates VOCs from the painting process,
thereby increasing the fuel value of the gas stream entering the second stage. The second stage,
called a reformer, converts VOCs into a hydrogen-rich mixture by breaking most, if not all, of
the carbon bonds in the VOCs. The third stage is the fuei cell where hydrogen gas reacts
chemically with air to create electricity, water, and a relatively small quantity of carbon dioxide.
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This new approach required increasing the concenbating capabilities ftom 10:1 in air to 2000:1
in a non-reactive carier gas. To accomplish this, a new type of cotrcentrator was required.

The fluidized bed concentrator was the equipment chosen to accomplish the irtcrease in
concenuatioo capability. The fluidized bed conceutrator differs from the carbon wheel
csnceiltrator iq that the carton is a round bead of pure carbon whereas the carton wheel is a
paper substrate impregnated with carbon fibers. The spherieal shape of the carbon used in the
fluidized bed allows for additioral sites where the VOCs can adsonb. This improves fhe
concentration capabilities" In addition, desorption of the VOC has to be done with a nou-reactive
$tream, such as nitrogen or other non-oxyger or chemically bonded oxygen-containing gas. This
means that the conc€otratidn of VOCs can exceed the lower explosive limit because the oxygen
normally fourtd in air is rot present.

The figure below shows the concentrator equipped with a condensing unit. For nrany
applications, the recovery of process solvelt for re-use is very ecorromical. For multi-cqmponent
solveut$, similar to those used at Ford Motor Company, the chemical composition of the solvent
is dependent upou the colarpailnted at that moment in time. Therefore, recovery of ttrc solvent
for re-use is not available as the vaiability in the composition of the solvent makes its re-use
uneconomical.
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPARISON

To compale the emissions from the processes, an analysis of the ernissions between the two
systems was carried out. For comparison puposes? a booth desrgn exhausting 40,0m standard
cubic feet per minute to control was used.

The analysis shows that instead of the electrical demand associated with the Traditional
Abatement equipment, the Fumes to Fuel system now produces more electricity than it uses to
operate. In addition, NO" is virtually eliminated from the emissions and the remaining emissions
are greatly reduced.

FIELD TESTING OF THE FI,UIDIZED BED CONCENTRATOR

The fluidizedbed concentrator had been around for many years. However, its application to
automotiye surface coating had never been attempted. In order to determine its ability to handle
VOCs from our painting operations, a test plan, utilizing the Design of Experiment tools of 6
Sigma, was developed that included various operating temperatureso solvent loading, and
desorption flow rates.

In December 200?, Ford Motor Company conducted trials of the fluidized bed concentrator at
the manufacture,r's facility located in Troy, NY. The testiog was conducted using U.S. EPA test
method 25a, calibrated with U.S. EPA protoeol I propane calibration gas, on the inlet, outlet, and
desorption sampling locations, Because the concentrations in the desorbate were higher than the
normal operating range of the sampling equipment, a dilutisn probe system was used to dilute
the sample to the operating rangr of the equipment.

The results of the testing showed that the concentrator works most effectively at 3 ft3/min of
desorption flow rate. Removal efficiency test results at yarious temperatures are as follows:

Table 1: Comparison of Energy Demand and Emissions

Traditional Abatement Fumes to Fuel
Thermnl Dernand 2,000,000 BTU/Hr 300.000 BTU/rk
Electrical 48 kW (Demand) 0 (0-25 kW output)
N0" 2,500lbs/yr Neelisible
COz 800 Tons/yr 100 Tons /vr
voc 10,000lbs/yr 7.2W lb I w



Table 2: Fluidized Bed Test Results at Various Desoqption Temperatures

Test Run 350"F 475"F 600"F
Run 1 96.1% 98.7Y" 99.9%
Run 2 97.4o/" 97.7"/o 99,7"/"
AveraEe 96.8% 98.2Y" 99.8%

The testing conducted demonstrated that the fluidized bed coucentrator could effectively remove

VOCs from the air stream at levels consistent with Ford Motor Cornpany requirements. In

addition, the higher temperatu(e desorption improved the removal efficiency. The chart below

presents the inlet/outletldesorption concentrations of the concentrator during one of the 600'F

test runs.
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Most inponant to note from this chart is that, while the $ystem was being loaded with

approximately 100 ppm of YOC, the outlet concenffations remained near zero (the blue line at

the Uase qf the graph) and the desorber section was outputting between 150,000 and 200,000
ppm of VOCs (ffti n"w system may achieve as much as 3500:1 concentration ratio). The testing

ionfirmed the system's ability to retrlove VOCs from the air, its primary goal, and provide high

concentrations of VOC that could be used as fuel for an energy generating system.

DEYELOPMENT OF TIIE rt]EL REFORMER

The energy generator chosen for this application was a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell. In order for the

fuel cell to work, the VOCs had to be converted from their natural state into hydrogen and

carbon monoxide. Ford Motor Company's Scientific Research Laboratory (SRL) began working



with suppliers to develop a fuel reformer capable of completely reducing the VOCs into usable

products forthe Solid Oxide Fuel Celi.

The first step was to detefmine a reformer strategy. The two options available were steam

reforrring and auto-thermal reforming. Steam reforming involves inroducing the VOCs into a

reactor vessel at high tempe{ature FS00oC) in the presence of a catalyst. The temperature,
combined with the steam and the catalyst, causes a disassociation of the molecular bonds. As a

result of the disassociation, the hydrogen is liberated from the VOCs. The oxygen present in the

water combines with the sftay carbon atom$ to form carbon monoxide. The major concern using

this type of reformer is that the carbon to stean ratio needs to be very constant. In addition, the

heat needed to maintain fhe reactor vcssel at >800t must be supplied from the outside, requiring

additional energy. If these ratios or temperatures deviate from expected values the system is
proile to develop carbon buildup, also known as coke. The deposition of coke inhibits the ability

of tnu VOC to come into cootact with the cataiyst and acts as an insulator reducing the

temperature at the reaction sites. Since Ford Motor Company VOCs are variable with the color

of paint that is being applied; the risk of coking is relatively high. Gven our desire for rapid

development time and the risk of coking, another reformer strategy was chosen.

Auto-thermal reformation involves the introduction of a small amouilt of air into the reactor

vessel. The oxygen from ail, combined with heat, causes some of the incoming VOCs to

combust. The exothermic (heat generating) reactiort of combustion provides the necessary heat,

in the presence of a catalyst and steam, to complete the reformation process through steam

refonning. In addition, auto-thermal reformation is generally more tolerant of fuel variation and

less susceptible to reduced conversion of VOCs.

The figUre below depicts a generic view of the reformation process used.
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Based on auto-thermal reformation as the reformer smtegy, SRL began a series of laboratory
experiments designed to develop the operating parameters necessary to deliver a high quality of

hydrogen and carbon monoxide rich fuel while completely destroying all the VOCs. Ts
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Based on auto-thermal reformation as the reformer smtegy, SRL began a series of laboratory
experiments designed to develop the operating parameters necessary to deliver a high quality of

hydrogen and carbon monoxide rich fuel while completely destroying all the VOCs. To
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accomplish this, a te$t apparatus was built to feed a variety of VOCs into the rcactor alortg with
air and steam. The test appamtus is depicted in the picture below.

VOCs in the exhaust stream ftom a Ford Motor Company paint shop can be categorized into four
gloups.

r Aromatics (i.e. Xylene)
o Alcohols (i.e" n-but*nol)
r Ketones (i.e. Acetone)
r Esters (i.e. n-butyl Acetate)

Using this ap'paratus, the team carried out a series of experiments using a variety of catalytic
materials and a combination of the VOCs, identified above, over a wide range of operating
conditions. The purpose of the testing was to determine the best catalyst and operating conditions
[ecessary to convert all the VOCs into either hydrogen or carbon monoxide. lilhile carbon
monoxide is not necessary to mn a firel cell, the solid oxide fuel cell can use it similar to
hydrogen to generate electricity. Trerefore, the carbon monoxide generated should be of good
quality, which implies minimization of carbsn dioxide content.



After numerous tests, SRL determined a catalyst material and the operating parameters nece$sary

to convert all the VOCs iilto hydrogen or carbon monoxide. A sarrple of the conversion results

follows:
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The tests yielded a set of operating conditions that converted the VOC'rich stream into:

c MTo Hydrogen
: 87o Carbon Monoxide
; lSVo Carbon Dioxide
| 32Vo Nitrogen

Based upon the operating conditions, a larger fuel reformer was built and tested.

INSTALLATION OF THE EQUIPMENT

Once the equipment had been designed and tested, a prog{am was begun to install the equipment
into the Dearborn Assembly Plant Paint Shop. The installatiort location chosen was the process
ductwork associated with the clearcoat painting operations. This process exhausts approximately
100,000 statrdard cubic feet per minute of airA/OC from the autofirated sections of the clearcoat
paint booths. This pilot system was designed to rpmove approxirnately 5% or 5000 standard
cubic feet per minute of the clearcoat process air and treat it through the alternative abatemeut
process. Installation began during the normal July plant shutdown and was completed prior to the
piant startup. The picture below depicts the equipment as installed in the assembly piant.
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The equipment began operation on July 10, 2003. At the time of this irrstallation, Ford Motor
Company did not have a specification forreceiving distributed generation. Therefore, a decisiou
was made to output the power from the fue1 cell to a bank of lights in the area of the fuel cell.

A gpaph of the fuel cell system, while operating on YOCs, is presented below.

t 1
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CHALLENGE$ AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

One of the challenges encountered in the development of this system was the variability in VOC

emissions from the process. During normal operation, the painting process is shut down between

breaks, lunches, shift change, and weekend non-production periods. The solid oxide fuel cel1 has

the benefit of tens of thousands of hours of operation but, because it is a high temperature fuel

ceil made of ceramic type material, is intolerant of repetitive cooling and heating. Therefore, it

was necessary to design the system to operate on both VOCs and natural gas. This gave the

added benefit of being able to produce electricity for use in the plant even when the VOC
generating pfocess is not in operation.

Another of the challenges encountered was the extreme pressure differential between the output

of the fluidized bed concentrator (-+2 inches of watef column) and the inlet pressure of the alpha

solid oxide fuel cell (-+60 PSI). In the event that the pressure on the outiet of the fluidized bed

concengator exceeds 4 inches of water column, carbon bead material could be evacuated from

the concenffator and deposited in the fuel reformer thus fouling the reformer. To solve this

chalienge, Ford and DTE engineers had to design a pressure control mechanism to regulate the
pressuri increase through the fuel reformer. The final control mechanism is capable of increasing
ihe delivery pressure to the fuel cell while at the same time maintaining the output pressure of
the fluidized bed concentrator to within +l- O.5 inches of water column.

Another challenge is the variability in the chemical species of volatile organic compounds that

are emitted during painting operations. This variability is based on the solvent make-up of the
paint for each particular color ofvehicle. The team designed a system such that it can be adapted

io handle many different types of VOCs. Therefore, any industrial process that emits VOCs as

1?



part of its exhaust, and is required by environrnental permitting regulations to corttrol those
emissions, could use this system to control its emissions while generating valuable electricity at
the same time.

CONCLUSIONS

The team at Ford Motor Company has demonstrated &e technical feasibility of converting VOCs
into valuable fuel for a new generation of emission control devices, The alternative abatement
system, also known as "Fume$ to Fuel', has begun the paradigm shift of thinking of VOCs as
emissions that need to be conffolled, into thinking of VOCs as a valuable resource that can be
made to do useful work in the form of energy generation. This new technology provides a means
to control VOC emissions from manufacturing operations at a substantially lower overall
emission footprint. As the cost of fuel cells becomes more competitive with traditional elecftical
generation, the value of the VOC emissions makes the conversion of an energy demanding
process into an energy generating process economically and environmentally atffactive.
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